ENGL 1102  
J. Kesler  
Week 8

View Essay Information
Same guidelines and structure as Essay One
The only difference is that students are responsible for finding secondary source

Review Research Process
Compelling Question  
Possible Answers  
Topic(s) to Explore
Using the library (on-site and website)
   And basic internet search (note: student is responsible for verifying information)

View Sample Secondary Sources (provided by students)
Remember: take notes on source(s) under consideration
   Target possible quoted detail(s) to use in Expo paragraph  
Also, don’t forget: Research Summary

Return sample film analysis paragraph
Review summary vs. analysis
Summary – describing what happens in a scene
   First, this happened . . . and then this . . .
Analysis – focusing on a piece of evidence from the scene and explaining
   Begin the paragraph with a clear topic sentence: text + topic + position  
   Isolate a specific scene
   Ex.: The dinner scene at Hogwallop’s stereotypically depicts the poverty endured during the Great Depression
describe film element (or quote dialogue)
   Both Hogwallops – father and son – wear dirty denim overalls and not much else.
   “Mrs. Hogwallop up and r-u-n-n-o-f-t”

Explain each piece of evidence separately
   Content: What does it mean?  
   Context: Why is it important (to the topic)?
   Judgment: How does it help support the thesis?